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apparently uses as a yardstick for the degree unemployme
of unemployment that the government consid- f urther load
ers acceptable the recession that was inherit- privileged a
ed by the Diefenbaker admiistration when it cannot defea
took office in 1957. To me it is amazing that tinues to i
the Minister of Finance does not go back misery of ti
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Hollywood.
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beyond 1961. institution.
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ment was in office at that time? It was the the namne of
Diefenbaker administration. Let me read Palace. The
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In the west, a fruitful haif-billion bushel wheat chamber h
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A 12-nation comparison of retail price increases and every È
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should change the namne of this
The governiment is changlng
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this place and cail it Hollywood
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Id have the Prime Minister (Mr.
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of you including the Speaker, and
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he Prime Minister lias a large staff
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it let me tell you that the Prime
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